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Abstract
We illustrate the development of a universal phone
recognizer for conversational telephone-quality speech.  The
acoustic models for this system were trained in a novel
fashion and with a wide variety of language data, thus
permitting it to recognize most of the world’s major
phonemic categories. Moreover, with push-button ease, this
recognizer can automatically reconfigure itself to apply the
strongest language model in its inventory to whatever
language it is used on.  In this paper, we not only describe
this system, but we also provide performance measurements
for it using extensive testing material both from languages in
its training set as well as from a language it has never seen.
Surprisingly, the recognizer produces near-equivalent
performance between the two types of data thus showing its
true universality. This recognizer presents a viable solution
for processing conversational, telephone-quality speech in any
language – even in low-density languages.

1.  Introduction

We have constructed a universal phone recognizer (UPR) for
spontaneous, conversational telephone quality speech.  We
define a UPR to be a system which is trained using data from
a subset of the world’s languages and which can
automatically annotate the phones of any language with
minimal reconfiguration and no new training.  A UPR is
valuable in that it can be used to process speech not only in
languages where there are existing word recognizers, but it
can also be used to extract linguistic content from speech of
low-density or less-commercial languages.

A number of multilingual phone recognizers have been
previously described in the literature [1,2,3,4,5]. However,
our recognizer differs from others in several crucial ways.

First, and perhaps most uniquely, whereas other
multilingual systems are primarily open loop phone
recognizers, our system is equipped with a powerful language
model search facility.  This capability allows a user who
desires to phonetically transcribe a given language X to
merely specify X on the system’s command line and it will
bring to bear any language information that it knows about X.

Second, we wanted a recognizer for conversational
telephone speech.  Therefore, we focused on training it
almost exclusively with spontaneous, conversational
telephone speech as opposed to training on the more typical
high-quality laboratory speech or on Broadcast News.

 Third, we use a novel bottom-up, two-level force
alignment process to cause phonetic transcriptions across
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ages to conform to one another.   More specifically, we
o form a single tightly-coupled multilingual phone set
 labels for phones across languages are drawn from
nearest equivalent in one common set.  The goal of
g a single phone set is not a new idea (see [3,4,5]), but

rategy for obtaining this set is unique.
ourth, though we used large existing corpora with
 and/or word transcriptions to provide sufficient
g in the most common phonetic categories, we also

t and hand-transcribed smaller corpora which gave
ge of less-frequent phones. It is for this reason we call
stem universal rather than simply a multilingual phone
izer.

n this paper, we describe these unique features in
onal detail as well as providing a general perspective on
stem’s architecture.  Furthermore, we illustrate the

s of an evaluation of our universal phone recognizer
 we tested its performance on a number of different
ages – even on a language which had never seen before
).  We show conclusively that the language model
 facility truly enhances performances and more
tantly, we illustrate that results on Farsi are as good as
re on any languages upon which it trained.

2. System architecture

orpus issues: High coverage of spontaneous phones

sired to train a UPR using spontaneous conversational
one speech from as many languages as possible.  The
mically-transcribed component of the Switchboard
s (SwbPhn) is an excellent corpus for training natural
h phones in English, but it is small and lacks
inguality [6,7]. The OGI-MLTS corpus [8] is also
mically  transcribed and multilingual (having phonemic
riptions of English, German, Hindi, Japanese,
arin Chinese, and Spanish data), but it too is relatively
and is non-conversational.  Therefore, to train robust

rsational models, we supplemented these smaller
ra with portions of the word-annotated Switchboard I
CallHome German, Japanese, Mandarin Chinese,
sh, and Egyptian Arabic corpora [6,9].  Table 1 shows
mber of phones from each language which were used to
ur UPR.
he phonetic inventories of the training languages
 broad, and in some cases, deep coverage of the sounds
 world’s languages.   For example,  all  of  the major
latory classes of consonants, according to  the  place and



Table 1. Number of Phones Per Language for Training

Language #Phones Language #Phones

English 776250 Japanese 146974
Mandarin 536105 Hindi 25493
Spanish 430145 Swahili 1588
Arabic 411651 Indonesian 513

German 167672 Korean 265

manner parameters of articulatory description, are
represented by at least one segment. Some categories, such as
the coronal obstruents, are represented by multiple segments
which are characterized by minor articulatory differences
(such as the difference between dental and post-dental stops).
     In addition to broad coverage of the major phonetic
classes, the training set includes less common phones.  For
example, while the majority of consonants are realized with
an egressive airflow, some segments are articulated with an
ingressive airflow, as is the case with the implosive stop
series in Swahili, one of the training languages.

There are some classes of less-common phones which
are absent from our system.  For example, we have no
training data that provides instances of click consonants.
However, the phones that are currently included do represent
the most common and frequent sounds of human languages.

2.2 Unique labeling: Two-step bottom-up approach

In developing a UPR that merges multilingual phones, it is
crucial to ensure consistent labeling of data.  However,
transcription may vary within and between corpora which
results in several challenges.

One challenge is to ensure that sounds represented by a
given symbol are consistent across all languages. For
example, the acoustic distribution for the English phoneme
/a/ of “car” in English may only intersect in a limited way
with the distribution of Spanish /a/ of “dar.”  (Note that
cross-linguistic allophonic variation and the principle of
sufficient perceptual separation has been addressed
elsewhere [2].) It is necessary for the UPR to effectively
determine the identity of segments, regardless of the
transcription conventions used for individual languages.

Another difficulty lies in ensuring that important pho-
netic distinctions from any one language are annotated in all
languages. As an example, English has both aspirated and
unaspirated stops, but these are not contrastive and are not
usually annotated. In Hindi, these consonants are
phonologically contrastive and must be differentiated. This
means that a process must be invoked for identifying and
relabeling the allophones of a language when those sounds
must be treated contrastively.

Difficulties also arise even within the same language if
speech corpora were annotated by different organizations.
Annotators across sites will inevitably have different
standards for distinguishing between similar sounds.  This
fact became evident when we initially added the OGI-English
training data to a recognizer that had been trained using the
English SwbPhon, and its accuracy on the SwbPhon test set
actually decreased.

One last related issue is that although OGI-MLTS,
SwbPhone, and our hand-marked datasets are phonemically
transcribed, the rest of the corpora contributing to Table 1 are
only transcribed at the word level.  Therefore, we must
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 what phonetic “truth” is for these corpora.  The
onal method for deriving phonetic transcriptions from
raphic transcripts is via forced alignment (i.e., using
lly-trained acoustic models and Viterbi decoding to
lign lexicalized word pronunciations).  However, it is
known that dictionary-based pronunciations do not
s accurately reflect the true pronunciations of words
n in conversational contexts [10].
o overcome these challenges and ensure that the
tic symbols across our multilingual data set were as
tent as possible, we employed an iterative technique
 bottom-up, two-level forced aligment.  This technique
ts of choosing a reference corpus and repeatedly adding
anguages and corpora while making the labeling of the
orpus consistent with the labeling of the previously-
 corpora.  Our procedure for making a new corpus
tent with the reference set was to take the labels
ing from hand-marking or first-pass forced alignment,
erforming a second pass of forced alignment.  In this
d pass, we used phone models trained on the reference
s, and we allowed some phones to be relabeled based on
pes of allophonic variation that exist in the language.

xample, in English, [t] and [t
h
] are allophones of a

 sound, while in German, [t] may be an allophone of
 /t/ or /d/.
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of our bottom-up, two-level
alignment procedure. We first used a rule-based

ach to add aspirations to SwbPhon, and we then treated
ataset as our initial reference corpus.  We trained a
izer on SwbPhon and used it to relabel OGI-English.
en built a new recognizer using this new corpus and

hon and repeated the process with OGI-German to
e all but two of the remaining so-far-unobserved
s from the OGI-MLTS corpus. We then relabeled the
ning languages of OGI and built a recognizer using
t all of the phonetically-transcribed data.  Finally, we
aligned and relabeled Switchboard and CallHome and
ned these plus our limited hand-transcriptions into a
ystem -- a system consisting of 107 base phones and 9
eech symbols (like breath).

re 1: Iterative Expansion of Our Reference Corpus

he results of the following experiment offer some justi-
n for the technique described above.  We trained a 17-
re monophone recognizer on only the SwbPhon data and
that recognizer to relabel OGI-English (forming OGI-
h’).  We then trained two recognizers using
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SwbPhon+OGI-English and SwbPhon+OGI-English’. The
accuracies from evaluating these recognizers  are given in
Table 2.  The key result here is that adding OGI-English’ to
our SwbPhon training set and evaluating against the
unmodified SwbPhon test set yielded twice the accuracy gain
of what  OGI-English provided. This supports the assertion
that if additional data is to be added to the training set, the
accuracy gain will be greater if the data is relabeled slightly,
so that its labeling is more consistent with that of the existing
training data.

Table 2. Accuracies for “Switchboardizing” OGI-English

Train set
Test set:
SwbPhon

Test set:
OGI-English

Test set:
OGI-English’

SwbPhon 31.9% 35.5% 42.2%
+OGI-English 32.5% 41.7% 44.2%
+OGI-English’ 33.3% 39.6% 46.7%

2.3.  Push-button language model reconfiguration

Acoustic modeling is only one component of a phonetic
recognizer.  The other key ingredient is language modeling.
Multilingual phone recognizers typically use nullgram
language models (i.e., open-loop recognizers where all
phones are deemed equally likely).  Since language models
usually improve recognition performance, this component is
highly desirable for the UPR. However, determining what a
“universal” language model might be is problematic.

In early experiments, we tried unsuccessfully to learn
unigram probabilities by starting with an open loop universal
recognizer, running it on a training set, and using statistics
from the recognition as an estimate of unigram probabilities
(with possible improvements or n-gram extensions by
repeating the process). This approach produced probabilities
for speech phones that were only 77% correlated with true
probabilities which suggested the need for alternatives.

For many applications of the phonetic recognizer, the
identity of the language being processed is known.  In those
cases, the UPR can rely on additional information for the
recognition process. Some languages are extensively
transcribed. Powerful n-gram language models could be
extracted from these resources to aid recognition.

Other languages may have less conventional resources
available, such as pronunciation lexicons, online word-lists,
or dictionaries. If one had a pronunciation lexicon or if one
could convert a word-list into a crude pronunciation lexicon
(as in orthographic languages), the probability estimates of
phone n-grams of the individual pronunciations could then
serve as an estimate of n-gram probabilities for the language.
We found that across four of the CallHome languages, the
probability distribution of speech phones from a
pronunciation dictionary are on average 95% correlated with
those from actual transcripts. To exploit this fact, we have to
date developed pronunciation lexicons for a number of
languages from linguistic resources.

Hundreds of other languages are documented in the
linguistic literature.  In such cases, language-specific phone
sets (LSPS) can be developed from those resources which are
smaller than the full universal phone set [11]. A smaller
phone set can likely improve overall performance.

These strategies are applicable to known langauges with
existing, viable resources.  For unknown or undocumented
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ages, the UPR could use a nullgram model using the
 phone set as a last-resort approach.

e have crafted our system so that a user thereof needs
to specify the parameter “-language X” for some
age X, and the system will search its models, as
ed in Figure 2, from most powerful to least powerful.

ure 2. The UPR’s Language Model Search Facility

ther issues: Recognizer construction

sed HTK 3.1 for all system training and evaluation,
with a source-level patch from Johns Hopkins

rsity (JHU) which adds vocal tract length normalization
N) capability to HTK.  We constructed a 17-mixture
phone recognizer using the general procedure outlined
 HTK manual.  In particular, we used three-state, feed-
rd continuous-density HMMs without skips, and audio
arameterized into 39 dimensional vectors (12 cepstra
nergy, 13 deltas, and 13 accelerations). Furthermore,
itiated single mixture models and then iteratively
sed the number of Gaussian mixtures through all prime
ers to 17 with additional training passes between each
re increase.
or VTLN, we trained a 13-mixture Gaussian mixture
 (GMM) on all of the training data, and for each
er  calculated a warp parameter using that GMM and
 60 seconds of audio.  The VTLN code from JHU
tes and applies the warps.

3. System evaluations
aluated our recognizer using several different language
s and multiple test sets. Since we are evaluating phone
ition, “truth” is less definitive than in other kinds of
tions (such as evaluations of word recognition).
rmore, though we do show recognition of a held-out
t of the phonetically-hand-marked OGI-MLTS data, our
ry interest is in observing performance on con-
ional speech. Thus, we also evaluate against force-
d-and-relabeled pronunciations of the CallHome
tion sets which provides a reasonable, though

fect, estimate of performance on conversational data.
ore significantly in this evaluation, we want to
ine how well the UPR would work if it were applied to
uage it had never seen before.  Since transcripts of

riend Farsi are now available, we built an evaluation set
rsi akin to those of the other languages to test the UPR.
ver, Farsi was force-aligned separately using a different
izer to ensure freedom of contamination.
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Table 3 provides the duration and number of reference
phones in each language of our held-out test sets. The table
also illustrates performance for five of the different language
model methods described earlier. All recognitions were done
with a fixed insertion penalty.  Performance measurements
are provided both in terms of accuracy and in terms of the
number of times slower than real time to do the phonetic
transcription (i.e., “xRT”).  Speeds are measured on a single
head of 750 MHz Sun Enterprise. Computation costs for
VTLN and feature extraction are not included since they were
done once per language, which is typically under 0.1xRT.

A number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from
this table.  First, we see that even elementary sources of
information like language-specific phone sets or lexicon-
based weighting can result in significant improvements in
accuracy and speed.  Moreover, the accuracy one derives from
using lexicon-based unigram weighting has an average
accuracy that is 1% better than a language-specific nullgram
model and it is only 0.1% less than using a unigram model
that was actually trained from conversational transcripts.  We
note also that OGI performance is roughly equivalent to that
of CallHome, though our earlier experience has shown that if
we used OGI-trained models, performance would be
significantly higher.  Most importantly, even though Farsi
was never included in the training data and though it had a
completely different force-alignment procedure, its
performance for all but the universal nullgram situation is
virtually identical to all other systems.

4.  Final comments and future work
The development of a universal phone recognizer presents a
viable solution for processing conversational, telephone-
quality speech in all languages – even those that are low
density or not of commercial interest.   The innovations that
we have illustrated  here make significant strides toward the
goal of universal phone recognition.  The fact that this system
could be built on one set of languages and tested on another
previously-unseen language with minimal degradation is a
strong indication of its merit.

Regardless of the present success, the system can be
further developed.  In particular, in terms of acoustic model
improvements, we are experimenting with new front ends.
Moreover, just as we implemented a language model search
facility, we intend to produce a similar search facility for
acoustic models.  In terms of language modeling, we are
continuing to expand our inventory of languages for which
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stem will have an available phonetic dictionary.  We
lan to experiment allowing users to specify multiple

ages and crafting the UPR to naturally fuse models from
requested language.  Lastly, we wish to revisit the
ve strategy of starting with nullgrams, recognizing, and

ing unigram or higher order n-gram statistics to see if
rategy becomes more viable as recognition improves.
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Table 3. Accuracies on OGI/CallHome/CallFriend

Language Model Types/Compute Time
Corpus

Size
(#phn)

Corpus
Size

(#sec)

Universal
nullgram

Language-
specific

nullgram

CallHome/CallFriend
Lexicon-weighted

unigram

CallHome/CallFriend
Transcript-based

unigram

CallHome/CallFriend
Transcript-based

bigram
Corpus

Accuracy xRT Accuracy xRT Accuracy xRT Accuracy xRT Accuracy xRT
Arabic 49770 3667 25.2 1.55 27.6 0.69 28.9 0.74 28.9 0.72 29.7 0.79

OGI-Jap 4124 403 24.3 1.19 28.5 0.51 29.0 0.53 29.3 0.56 29.7 0.61
Japanese 11408 1156 23.1 1.46 28.1 0.51 29.3 0.53 29.8 0.57 31.2 0.60
OGI-Man 4031    546     16.5 1.19 27.9 0.66 29.0 0.70 29.1 0.68 30.2 0.76
Mandarin 37732 2893 22.6 1.45 27.1 0.64 28.3 0.69 28.4 0.71 29.7 0.70
OGI-Spa 5512 528 28.3 1.18 37.5 0.59 39.0 0.62 39.0 0.61 39.9 0.64
Spanish 55625 4784 26.3 1.56 32.4 0.60 33.2 0.63 33.3 0.64 34.0 0.61
Farsi 130796 11030 13.0 1.40 26.5 0.40 27.9 0.37 27.6 0.34 28.3 0.35
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